Visually perceived eye level and perceived elevation of objects: linearly additive influences from visual field pitch and from gravity.
Observing a pitched visual field (i.e. tilted around a horizontal axis in the observer's frontal plane) results in large changes in the elevation visually perceived to correspond to eye level (VPEL) and in the perceived elevation and size of stationary objects viewed against the field. With topforward pitch (top toward observer) VPEL lies above true eye level and objects appear smaller and lower; with topbackward pitch VPEL lies below true eye level and objects appear larger and higher. Oscillation of the pitched field induces synchronous perceived oscillation of elevation of a stationary target viewed against the field. Typical VPEL settings deviated from true eye level by 20 degrees with the field pitched at 40 degrees, although some individuals mislocalized by as much as 40 degrees. VPEL varied linearly with visual field pitch with individual slopes for the relation between VPEL and visual field pitch ranging from +0.42 to +0.78 (avg = +0.56). The linear correlation (r) between VPEL in darkness and against an erect visual field was +0.91. The two relations--VPEL vs visual field pitch, VPEL in darkness vs VPEL in the erect illuminated visual field (slope approximately equal to 0.5)--are both accurately predicted by the linear model: VPEL = kvV + kbB; in which V is the influence of visual field structure and B is the influence of the body-referenced mechanism which combines information regarding the orientation of the head relative to gravity, the position of the eye in the orbit, and the vertical location of the image on the retina; kv and kb are the relative weights of V and B with kv + kb = 1. In an illuminated field kv = kb approximately equal to 0.5; in the dark kv = 0, kb = 1.